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Foreword 

The North East Lincolnshire LINk would like to thank those people, 

groups and organisations that backed the young people’s work on this 

DVD and helped to make it all possible. 

Thanks go to Christopher Wilson Production Manager. For his 

dedication and commitment to this project. Without his 

knowledge and experience this DVD would not have been  

possible. Chris came to us as a Volunteer through the V-involved 

project, and as a Media graduate we immediately got him on 

board. Chris quickly took on a lead role as Editor Script writer, 

camera man, etc. His help was priceless.  

Thank you to all the young people, who worked with us on this 

DVD. We are very proud of your accomplishments. We know you 

will go on to be successful in all your future plans. 

 

Thanks to all the LINk Governing Body and Members who supported the making of 

this DVD from the start and for believing that young people have something valuable 

to say! 

 

Thanks to the Grimsby College for use of their meeting room without which we could 

not have met to move the project on. 

 

Special thanks go to Jenny Hodson, the V-involved Manager, who found us Chris and 

helped us pull the young people into a team; thanks as well to Tariq Jawaid for  

putting us in touch with the Young Carers group and the young carers themselves for 

their input into the DVD. Tariq also found us the Sexual Health Group who wrote the 

script for the DVD and acted it out. Well done to the group for tackling such a difficult 

subject. 

 

Special thanks go to Greg Gilbert, the Stop Smoking Manager, for his on going  

support for the DVD and help understanding smoking issues. Special thanks to his 

team for helping us come up with ideas for the script.  

 

Thanks go to Voluntary Action North East Lincolnshire staff whose acting skills and 

reception made the DVD more realistic.  

 

Thanks go to Penny Burton, LINk Manager, without whose avid support this project 

would not have been possible in the first place! 
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LINk and Young People’s Involvement 

 

In the past previous versions of the LINk such as the Community Health 

Councils (CHCs) and the Patient and Public Involvement Forums (PPIs) they 

had a reputation for being heavily involved with older people. After receiving 

the LINks DVD meant to promote LINk to be inclusive of all  sections of  

society, the NEL LINk staff felt it was not inclusive to young people. It made 

us reflect on our own working practices with young  people. We had carried 

out some research using our data base around the ages of people involved 

and the level of involvement. We soon discovered that we had a low level of 

interest from young people with only 3% of young people involved.  It was 

mainly young people under the age of 25 years of age. 

 

We decided to plan how we could increase involvement. We went ahead and 

did our promotional work out in the local community and tried to encourage 

young people to get involved but the response was still low. We decided to 

plan an event and ask how young people would like to be involved with us. 

We told young people between the ages of 13-25 that they could work on a 

project with us, but that the idea was that the young people made all the  

decisions about the project. We would just be there to help facilitate the 

work being done, arrange meetings, etc. 

 

We had a good response and invited a number of young people to come to 

our first young people’s group. We had been looking into ideas for a project. 

We spoke to them and finally reached a mutual agreement that they would 

create a DVD to promote the issues that face young people in North East  

Lincolnshire. 

 

We carried out a consultation piece with local young people to find out what 

the issues were affecting young people. They listed issues such as sexual 

health, smoking, drugs and alcohol, pregnancy, etc. The young people  

decided they wanted to produce four films on the DVD promoting that there 

are services young people can use to help them. Also, they wanted to pick 

out four areas to make four short films about. They picked the four issues 

that young people had raised the most through the consultation work and 

went ahead with the decisions of the young people in the community. The 

young people wrote the scripts, we contacted schools, colleges and youth 

centres. 
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Our first steps  

 

•Penny Burton, LINk coordinator, set the ball rolling by hiring a 23 year 

old graduate as the Administrator. 

•Karry Stones had an idea to make a DVD to reach out to young people 

•We spoke to Jenny Hodson from the V-involved team who told her.    

volunteers (all 16-25 years old) about the DVD. 

There were some issues that kept resurfacing: 

 

Making the DVD - The problems  

 

 

• Decision making 

• Attendance 

•Other professionals 

 

 

 

 

Making the DVD - The solutions  

 

Decision making – we gave examples, reassured the young people 

that there were no wrong answers and empowered them to make their 

own decisions. 

Attendance – once we moved the venue to the local college and set the 

meetings outside of school/college hours attendance really picked up.  

Over time the group grew to a size where we could continue without the 

absent group members. 

Other professionals – we worked more directly with the young people 

and when other  

professionals were  

needed, we worked 

with them on  behalf 

of the young people. 
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The process  

•Identified issues that are important to YP in NEL 

•YP volunteered for an issue to research and write a script about it 

•Met with professionals, local groups and the YP affected by these issues 

•Scouted locations and arranged technical side 

•Cast parts and filmed it 

•Had a YP design the graphics for DVD case 

•Edited the short films 

•Sent everything to the production company to be burnt to DVD 

The DVD 

Written and voiced by Kirstie Logan   Edited by Chris Wilson 

 

Sexual Health  

Written and acted by Alice Bell, Anetia    

Hudson and Nicola Bell 

Filmed and edited by Chris Wilson 

 

 

Young Carers  

Written by Helen Logan-Brown 

Acted by Shannon Dixon and Emma Mathias 

Filmed and Edited by Chris Wilson 

  

 

 

                       Stop Smoking  

Written, filmed and edited by Chris Wilson  

Acted by Jordan Call and Olivia Smith 
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                     Teenage Pregnancy  

 

Written by Kirstie Logan  

Acted by Lauren Copley,  Lyndsay Hoad and 

Olivia Smith 

Filmed and edited by Chris  Wilson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Awesome Pies Actors and Contributors to the creation of the 

‘SPEAK UP’ DVD 
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North East Lincolnshire LINk is 

Number One! 

You will be pleased to know that the National 

LINk Make it Happen Campaign is under way 

and is believed to have been seen by 49.5   

million people across the UK.  

It has been seen in many newspapers including the  

Daily Mirror. It has been heard through 15 radio  

stations and been advertised across many more 

websites.  

We are pleased to say that our own work has been  

highlighted as an example of best practice work and 

the LINk staff and Young People’s DVD group the 

Awesome Pies are ecstatic. It coincides with the 

Launch of the Young People’s DVD which is set to 

take place at the LINk AGM on Monday 8th March 

2010. See front page article. 

We hope that everyone who lives locally will make 

an  effort to attend to back the work the LINk is   

undertaking for local people’s benefit! 

 

 

 Check out our case study online now:  

http://www.nhs.uk/NHSEngland/links/realstories/case-studies/ 

Pages/Chris-Wilson-Lincolnshire-LINk.aspx 
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Consultancy Report 2010 

Ayesha Thomson and Daryl Cowen students of the University of Hull BA

(Hons) Business Management Degree at Grimsby Institute of Further 

and Higher Education on 1st July 2010. 

The report will investigate both the health care sector and the social care 

sector, aiming to look at the views of people studying these subjects and 

people who are already working in these sectors. The report will aim to 

look at the different views surrounding the health and social care      

sectors, looking at issues such as whether or not the sectors are       

promoted enough and looking at why the people that we gathered       

information from are interested in health and social care. The report will 

also aim to identify the problems in the health and social care sectors 

and look at ways in which these could be improved, with suggestions  

being given. 

Recommendations 

When analysing the different answers and information given to us we 

feel that more is needed to be done in the promotion of LINK and health 

and social care in general. We also feel that it would be beneficial for 

LINK and students if LINK was to have a closer working relationship with 

colleges and universities; this would help in the promotion of LINK and 

health and social care in general also it would allow students to gain a 

better understanding of the health and social care sectors and what they  
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 may wish to improve upon when they begin their careers. We also feel 

that more taster days and placements would help prospective students, 

current students and the sectors as a whole. With respect to the fact 

that one main point in each category question keeps arising which is the 

bad public image of social workers, this cannot be changed overnight 

and will be difficult to change due to the fact that when social workers 

move a child from an abusive or neglectful home they are preventing 

something bad happening, which would in-turn be reported in the paper; 

they cannot however report every child that they save so it would be a 

question of how to raise the awareness of the good work that they do. 

Next steps  

•We hired an Administration Assistant through the Future Jobs Fund – 

then took her on full time when her FJF contract ended 

•We hired a Marketing Assistant through the FJF 

•We went into Health and Social Care classes at the local college and 

told them about the LINk 

•We have begun DVD distribution and are putting together a group of YP 

to present the DVD to their peers at local schools and youth groups 

 

 

As a result of our Best Practice recognition by FORSTERS, we have been 

invited to work more closely with the National Children’s Bureau (NCB) 

who encourage LINks to work more proactively with young people. They 

have produced a recent report on this which you can access via their 

website.  

 

We believe that the young people of today are the older people of       

tomorrow. Some younger people have accessed health services and or 

social care services more than some older people and as such we believe 

they should have the right to comment on the services they use so they 

can be improved for other people who use the services in the future. 
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The Young People’s Health LINk Survey 2011 

When we had completed the young people’s DVD, we decided to ask 

young people via survey what they thought about their own  

experiences of health and social care services. We promoted the via 

surveymonkey and a link to the survey in the DVD case when sending 

out the DVD. We also provided survey in a paper format and had them 

at the front desk of VANEL. The deadline date was the 30th November 

2011. We received a total of 14 surveys in paper form and 12            

responses online. 

We asked young people between the ages of 13-25 to complete the  

survey. We had the most responses from young people aged between 

18-21 years of age. Closely followed by 22-25 year olds.  Most            

respondents were female. We had one transgender respond on a paper 

questionnaire. 

We asked which health and social care issues the respondents 

felt were the most important ones for young people in North 

East Lincolnshire? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see when we asked young people about what they thought 

the main issues were affecting other young people for the DVD in 2010, 

it was Teenage Pregnancy, Smoking, Sexual Health and Young Carers. 

When we asked in 2011 you can see most people agreed the main     

issues are Drinking, Drugs, Pregnancy, and Unemployment. 
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We also asked if the respondents thought they would be listened 

to if they told a professional about the problems they were  

having with a particular service? 

62% of young people said yes they thought they would be listened to if 

they told a professional about the problems they were having with a  

particular service. When we asked them why, they said, “I think I would 

be listened to but I wouldn’t expect to hear anything from it, from      

previous experience.” “Debate and have a formal conversation.” “They 

should have experience in this.” 

 

34% said no they didn’t think they would be listened to. “Too many 

problems, not enough staff and not enough time per case/issue.” 

“Because I am young I think a professional would disregard anything I 

say.” “Because it all comes down to money.” “Most services don’t care 

beyond the bare minimum.” “I think they would listen but they do not 

act on anything.” “One voice would not change anything.” “Don’t know 

where to go?” 

When we asked if they were to approach anyone about a  

particular issue or complaint, who would they feel comfortable 

approaching they answered:- 
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Comments that came from this as to why young people would approach 

a particular person or services included: “They’re used to all kinds of 

problems - and don’t judge you” “Easy to access.” “ They might do the 

job.” “The CAB because they should offer the advice and guidance I 

need.” “None really because they would either claim its not their         

department or say "its just part of growing up." “ See for all my health 

problems initially.” “Confidential advice.” “I think GPs/Nurses/Midwives 

time is too valuable to bother with issues/complaints, I’ve not heard of 

PALS, ICAS or EMAS, and I have only recently thought I could talk to 

LINk.” 

“Because they are professionals that know you more personally than any 

of the others.”  

We asked young people which health services and social care 

services they had experienced or used themselves and they told us 

the following: 
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We asked the respondents if they had experienced any problems 

with the services above. They told us:  

“Appointment times are not kept - left waiting for one hour.” 

“GPs don't spend enough time explaining your illness (long term           

conditions) left feeling lost and scared.” 

“No, I never, I have never felt I could bring something up like that with 

them, often they ask you 'is there anything else' but you feel like they 

don’t have time to listen to you.” 

“Receptionist asked me on phone to GP what problem was. No privacy.” 

“GPs I thought my problem was too minor so could never tell them     

anything. The others i haven’t really had a problem other than            

understaffing and not enough time for anything.” 

“Time, waiting for the services to do what they said they would.” 

“Very hard to get a doctors appointment—as don’t book more than 4 

hours in advance.” 

“As a 20 year old woman working only 25 hours per week, on minimum 

wage I was shocked  at the price of the dentist.” 

“Slow process at times.” 

We asked the respondents how they would like to improve the 

above services? 

Recommendations 

“Be realistic about the time it takes.” “GP’s to treat their patients like 

people not statistics.” 

“Make them feel like they can talk to them (the services) and that they 

have the time for them, to listen to them and ask them personally how 

they want the situation to be helped. But also more encouragement 

about talking about the things mentioned in issues relevant to young 

people.” 

“Better training. Does this happen at other doctors?” 

“More money for more staff? Less time restraints on appointments.” 

“More staff.” “Look after the staff so they can look after the patients.” 

“Make them more accessible.” 
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“More staff.” 

“Better Phone services. E.g. Answering machines. Tell you how far in the 

queue you are.” 

“Not affordable for low income persons.” 

“Doctors appointments should be able to be booked a few days in       

advance.” 

We asked the respondents if they could change anything about 

health services and or social care services in North East  

Lincolnshire, what would it be? They told us: 

Quicker service. 

Age discrimination towards the 40+. 

To make communities friendlier and make the area safer and more   

comfortable. 

More people (staff). 

Have more time for people. 

More transparency - let people know what services are available and 

where. 

GPs spending more time with patients. 

Make people feel like they matter and are being listened to and that 

something is being done about it, not 'we will see what we can do or well 

we cant do anything or its not our department' be personal to that    

person & their situation & a lot more information about what is available 

for them like finance, if they have a child or aren't living at home, going 

the extra mile even when they don’t ask for it. 

Easier access to NHS dentist. 

Information in one place, on a website maybe. 

Faster responses. 

Educate them about treating young people like people. 

We will using the above information to help direct relevant services to 

make improvements. We have also had input into the NELC Lifestyle  

survey which goes out 2011-2012 to all local schools and colleges so will 

any relevant findings to push for better services. 
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NEL LINk HWP 

14 Town Hall Street 

Grimsby 

North East Lincolnshire 

DN31 1HN 

LINk  

For more info call us on 01472 315437 or check out our website: 

www.nellink.org.uk 

Email us at: link@vanel.org.uk 

Why not add us online? 

NEL LINk Blog: 

http://nellink.blogspot.com/ 

Facebook: 

http://www.facebook.com/NELHW 

Twitter: 

http://twitter.com/NEL_LINk 

MySpace: 

http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction= us-

er.viewprofile&friendid=491139286 

Yahoo: 

http://profiles.yahoo.com/u/VQLQDJ3FS7AD3NZLBP7GFZA2ZQ 


